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Clojure High Performance Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Become an expert at writing fast and high performant code in Clojure 1.7.0


	About This Book

	
		Enhance code performance by using appropriate Clojure features
	
		Improve the efficiency of applications and plan their deployment
	
		A hands-on guide to designing Clojure programs to get...
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Professional Scala: Combine object-oriented and functional programming to build high-performance applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		If your application source code is overly verbose, it can be a nightmare to maintain. Write concise and expressive, type-safe code in an environment that lets you build for the JVM, browser, and more.

	
		Key Features

		
			Expert guidance that shows you to efficiently use both object-oriented and...
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Birth of the Binge: Serial TV and the End of Leisure (Contemporary Approaches to Film and Media Series)Wayne State University Press, 2019

	
		Birth of the Binge: Serial TV and the End of Leisure describes and details serial television and "binge watching," the exceedingly popular form of contemporary television viewing that has come to dominance over the past decade. Author Dennis Broe looks at this practice of media consumption by suggesting that...
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Splunk Certified Study Guide: Prepare for the User, Power User, and Enterprise Admin CertificationsApress, 2021

	
		
			Make your Splunk certification easier with this exam study guide that covers the User, Power User, and Enterprise Admin certifications. This book is divided into three parts. The first part focuses on the Splunk User and Power User certifications starting with how to install Splunk, Splunk Processing Language (SPL), field...
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The Rise and Decline of the StateCambridge University Press, 1999
The state, which since the middle of the seventeenth century has been the most important and most characteristic of all moderninstitutions, is in decline. From Western Europe to Africa, either voluntarily or involuntarily, many existing states are either combining into larger communities or falling apart. Regardless of whether they fall apart or...
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Resource Management in Wireless NetworkingSpringer, 2006
This is the first book that provides readers with a deep technical overview of recent advances in resource management for wireless networks at different layers of the protocol stack. The subject is explored in various wireless networks, such as ad hoc wireless networks, 3G/4G cellular, IEEE 802.11, and Bluetooth personal area networks.
...
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Automated Data Analysis Using ExcelCRC Press, 2007
Because the analysis of copious amounts of data and the preparation of custom reports often take away time from true research, the automation of these processes is paramount to ensure productivity. Exploring the core areas of automation, report generation, data acquisition, and data analysis, Automated Data Analysis Using Excel illustrates how to...
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Quantum Gravitation: The Feynman Path Integral ApproachSpringer, 2008
The book covers the theory of Quantum Gravitation from the point of view of Feynman path integrals. These provide a manifestly covariant approach in which fundamental quantum aspects of the theory such as radiative corrections and the renormalization group can be systematically and consistently addressed. The path integral method is suitable for...
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Maran Illustrated Weight TrainingCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Produced by the award-winning maranGraphics Group, Maran’s Illustrated Guide to Weight Training is a valuable resource for all readers, regardless of age or fitness level. Clear, step-by-step instructions walk the reader through each exercise from beginning to end, while photographs and illustrations show you the targeted muscles for each...
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Joomla! 1.5x Customization: Make Your Site Adapt to Your NeedsPackt Publishing, 2009
Setting up a basic Joomla! Web site is easy; what comes next is hard and expensive - making the site do exactly what and look exactly how you want. With this book in hand, it is easy to adapt your site to bring your vision fully to life.

This book will help you to separate your site from the crowd of other Joomla! sites without having to...
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SIP TrunkingCisco Press, 2010
The first complete guide to planning,  evaluating, and implementing high-value SIP trunking solutions

 

Most large  enterprises have switched to IP telephony, and service provider backbone  networks have largely converted to VoIP transport. But there’s a...
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Power Plant EngineeringNew Age Publications, 2006

	There have been significant developments and advances in the field of power plant engineering, computer applications on energy audit and management, environmental audit and management, human development and environment. The authors have been encouraged to write this pioneer book for the benefit of students of engineering and researchers due...
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